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Abstract-The aim of this work is to construct a new quadrature formula based on the divided 
differences of the integrand at points -1,l and the zeros of the n th Chebyshev polynomial of the 
second kind. The interesting thing is that this quadrature rule is closely related to the well-known 
Gauss-Tur&n quadrature formula and includes a recent result obtained by A.K. Varma and E. Landau 
as a special c&e. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a weight function w which is positive and integrabie on the 
-1 5 2, < 2,.-l < ..a < 22 < x1 5 1 of the nth-degree orthogonal 
to w provide a quadrature 
J 
1 
-1
f(x)w(x) da: = f: Akf(Xk) + J%(f), 
k=l 
interval [-l,l], the zeros 
polynomial corresponding 
(1.1) 
which is exact (that is, En(f) = 0) w h enever f(x) is a polynomial of degree 2 2n - 1. Closely 
related to the above classical “Gaussian quadrature” is the quadrature rule based on the zeros 
-1 = x2, < Qn__l < * * * < z1 < x0 = 1 of the polynomial (1 - ,2)P~‘p’(,)P~‘p)‘(,), where 
P?“‘(x) is the nth Jacobi polynomi al corresponding to the Jacobi weight w~,P(z) = (1 -z)“(l+ 
x)p (see [I]). Specifically, Varma and Landau established in [l] the quadrature rule 
J ’ f(~)%,&) dx = 2 /-‘kf(xk) + E;(f), (1.2) -1 k=O 
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which is exact for all polynomials of degree less than or equal to ‘212, where pk can be explicitly 
determined. Particularly interesting is the case when a = ,B = -l/2 and (1.2) reduces to the 
following [l, Remark 21: 
I 
1 
_1 f(x) (1 - 22)-1’2 dz = $ 2 f(Q) + &(l) + f(-1)) +Tg f(Yk) ’ (1.3j 
k=l k=l 
a quadrature formula of maximum degree of precision 4n - 1, where -1 5 x,, < x,+1 < . ~ < 
22 < x1 5 1 and -1 < yn-1 < ... < yz < yi 5 1 are zeros of the nth-degree Chebyshev 
polynomial of the first kind T,(x) and (n - l)th-degree Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind 
U,_i (x) , respectively. 
In this paper, we consider quadrature formulae based on certain divided differences of the 
integrand at the zeros of (1 - x2)U,(x) ( see Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, below). Since Uz+i(x) = 
Wv4%(x)L1( ) x , we get (1.3) as a special case. We also obtain some corollaries. It seems that 
all these quadratures given here are new to our best knowledge. 
This paper is organized as follows. We state our main results in the rest of this section. In 
Section 2, some auxiliary lemmas are presented. Finally, proofs for our results are given in the 
last section. 
To state our results, we denote by N the set of all natural numbers and PI, the set of all 
algebraic polynomials of degree less than or equal to k, k E N throughout this paper. For any 
real number a, [u] designates the greatest integer less than or equal to a. 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain the following quadrature formulas. 
THEOREM 1.1. For n, s E N, let us denote by 
-1 =x n+i < 2, < . . . < x1 < X0 = 1 
the zeros of (1 -x2)Un(x). Let f E lPqs+l)n+2s-1. Then we have 
J 
1 
_lf(x)(1-xz)1'2dx=~ ~(I-~:)I~~~)+~~(~) 
i k=l j=l (1.4) 
x ~"~[x~-l,x~,...,x~~,x,r:,xk 
, 
k=O 
where we adopt the customary notation f [x’,-‘, xy , . . . , xij, xA;i, x] for the divided differences 
off at the points x0, xl, . . . ,xn, xn+lr x (x may be identical to any one of XkS, k = 0,. . . , n + 1) 
with [j meaning that the point { is repeated exactly j times and the primes on the summation 
indicate the two terms corresponding to k = 0 and k = n + 1 are halved. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let f E BZ~s+l)n+2s-1. Then we have (with other symbols as in Theorem 1.1) 
J 
1 
_-l f(x) (1 -x')~'~ dx = --$ 2 (1 - 2;) f(xk) + 2 (-t”” (2i> 
k=l 
j=l 2j4++l) j 
(1.5) 
+ f[x{-l,x:j ,...) xz,xi nilI> 1 
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THEOREM 1.3. For n, s E N, let us denote by 
-1 = x,+1 < 2, < ‘. . < 21 < 20 = 1 
the zeros of (1 - z2)U,(x). Let f E lP2(s+ljn+2s+l. Other symbols are as in Theorem 1.1. Then 
we have 
I 
1 
_1 f(x) (I_ x2p2 dx = --$ f: (-lY 2j ,=,A( Jgv [xx ,...> x?d+17xk]. (1.6) 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let n, s E N, f E IP2~s+l~n+2s+l. Other symbols are as in Theorem 1.1. Then 
we have 
If s = 0 and n is replaced by 2n - 1, Theorem 1.3 yields the following. 
COROLLARY 1.5. For n, s E N, let us denote by 
-1 = xn+1 < 2n < ?/n-l < X,-l < ... < x2 < y1 < x1 < x0 = 1 
the zeros of l/2(1 - x2)U2+1(x) = (1 - x2)Tn(x)Un_1(x). Let f E IP~,+I. Other symbols are as 
in Theorem 1.1. Then we have 
I 
1 
_1 f(X) (1 - X2)-1'2 dx = ; n$j(x*, + ng f(yk) . 
k=O kc1 
(1.8) 
That is (1.3). It is also interesting to mention that (1.4)-(1.7) are closely related to the Gauss- 
Tur6n quadrature rule. For the Gauss-%x&n quadrature rule, see [2-51 and references therein. 
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
Here we shall state some lemmas which will be needed in the proofs of our theorems. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let -1 = z,+~ < 2, < ... < x1 < x0 = 1 be the zeros of (1 - x2)U,(x) and 
g E C[-l,l]. Then we have 
1 
- -(g(xO)+g(xn+l)) = -- 2 
n : 1 E’$(xk). (2.1) 
k=O 
PROOF. By the well-known Newton’s divided difference formula, we have 
1+x 
g(x) = g(xo)- 
l-x 
2 + g(xn+1)y- +g[xo,xn+l> 4(x” - 1). 
Hence, 
c1 - 6? dxO~xn+l~~kl - &(x0) + &:n+l)) = :(g(“O) - &&+I)) - g(xk). 
Summing over Ic from 
at n 
k=l 
Adding -(lP)(g(xO) 
tain (2.1). 
L L 
1 to n and noting that c;=, Xk = 0 since Xk = cos&r/(n + l), we arrive 
- x:) L+O, &x+1, zk] - ;(&O) + g(xn+l)) = - 2 !+k). 
k=l 
+ g(xn+l)) to each side of the above equation and simplifying, we ob- 
I 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let s E N and f be a sufficiently differentiable function in [-1, l]. Let -1 = 
x,+1 < 2, < ... < 51 < zo = 1 be the zeros of (1 - z~)U,(CE). Then we have 
&i:(‘-d)f[&@ ?...1 ~?,~~+,,:ck] 
k=l 
-f{f[&xl’,..., x;j,xq +f[xp,xy ,...( x~,x;+,]} 
= ---&F”l[xi-‘,x:‘,..., xz,x;;;,xk]. 
k=O 
(2.4 
PROOF. Setting g(z) := f[~i-~, $, . . . ,x, , &\, ~1, we derive (2.2) from (2.1). 2j I 
LEMMA 2.3. Let -1 = z n+l < 2, < . < x1 < zo = 1 be the zeros of (1 - x2)U,(z) and s E N. 
Let f be a sufficiently differentiable function in [-1, 11. Then we have 
+fk{f [x{,x:j )..., x~,x;$] (1+2)+f[&‘,.:j ,..., &4+,] (2.3) 
J=l 
x (1 - X)} (X” - l)+‘w,(rc)2j + &,,(f;z), 
where 
R,,,(f; X) = f [Z;,Z~s+l,. . . ) 2:+l, %;+I, Lx] (x2 - 1)Sw,(2)2s+1, 
G(X) = fi(x -Q), l&) = (Z _;,‘;;(Xkj 7 k=1,2 ,..., n, nEN. 
(2.4) 
k=l 
REMARK 2.4. This lemma, which is an extension of a result in [3], is of its own interest and is 
still valid if the point set 2, < . . . < x1 is replaced by any other set of n points. 
PROOF. Our proof is based on an idea in [3]. Let 1 = zo > XI > ... > 2, > x,+1 = -1 be the 
zeros of (1 - x2)+(x). Define 
Dj(f):=f[x~‘2’,x: )...) x$x;~j,x]. 
Let L,_l (f; X) be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial for f with nodes ~1,. . . , z,. Define a 
mapping Lj++l : C[-1, l] -+ Pnn+l, j E N u {O}, 
Lj,n+l(f;~) = L,-l(f;~) + ’ + (il)‘+’ (DJ(~~)(~ +x) + W(X~+~)(~ - x))G(x). (2.5) 
In other words, &+I is the Lagrange interpolation operator at nodes ~1 > . . . > x, if j is even 
and the Lagrange interpolation operator at nodes 1 = x0 > ~1 > . . . > x, > x,+1 = -1 if j is 
odd. Applying Newton’s divided difference formula 
s(z) = Lj,rz+1(% x) + Djg(xhn(x>, 
where 
E$g(x) = 
S[Xl,. . . ,%,~I, if j is even, 
9[xo,x1,... ,x,, x,+1,x] (x2 - 1) , otherwise, 
consecutively to f, Dlf, Dzf, . . , L&f, we obtain 
f(x) = &j,,+l(Djf;x) (x2 - 1)Ir’21wn(x)j + Dzs+lf(x) (x2 - 1)swn(x)2s+1. 
j=O 
(2.6) 
A straightforward calculation together with (2.5) h s ows that (2.6) is equivalent to (2.3). This 
completes the proof. I 
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that ,!&&, . . . , .& E [-1, l] are different. Let 71, mk E N, k = 0, 1, . . . , n, 
and g be a sufficiently differentiable function in [-1, 11. Then we have 
kmkg[t?7t?y. . . 3 c- 9 Ed = 9’ KY, ri- 7 * . . , C”1 * (2.7) 
k=O 
REMARK 2.6. It reduces to Lemma 1 in [3] when mo = ml = . . . = m,. We therefore have 
c;=Og[~Oo,~l,...,~~n,~k] =!?‘[tO,tl,.**, &I. And it can be proved in a similar spirit to the proof 
in [3]. Here we use a different method. 
PROOF. Proposition 95 in [6, Chapter 41 says 
fi Dz-1 (D&Eo,b,. . . ,&I) 
g[r,“olrl”‘7. . . ,<,““,&I = v=” 
mk fi (m, - I)! 
7 (2.8) 
v=o 
where DC” = $-. If we choose mo = ml = ... = m, = 1 in (2.8), we get Y 
D<kg[Eo,tl,..-Al =g[<O~tl,*..,&,‘tk]* (2.9) 
F’rom (2.8) and (2.9), we have successively 
=g’[Eo”“,E;“‘,...,E,“-I. 
LEMMA 2.7. For m E N, we have (see [2]) 
((1 -x2)1’2 Un(x))2m = 53d2l(n+&), 
ISO 
where pm,0 = (1/4m) (“,“). 
LEMMA 2.8. We have 
I 
(2.10) 
s 1 _1p,_1(x)U,(z)2m+1(1 - x2)m+1’2 dx = 0, p,-1 E lP+-l, m E N. (2.11) 
PROOF. We obtain from (2.10) that 
s 1 ~lPn_l(x)un(z)2m+l (1 - x2)m+1’2 dx 
= &n_l(x)un(x) ((1-xy2unc~))2m (1 -x2)1'2 dx 
= Pm,0 J_: p,,-l(x)Un(x) (1 -x2)1/2 dx 
+ ~P-,l j1 (1 - x2)~n-1(x)~,(x)T2~~,+~~(x) (1 -x2)-l/2 dx. 
l=l -1 
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Since p,_r E p,._r and (1 - x’)p,_r(x)U,(x) E Pxn+r, orthogonality shows 
J l p,_l(X)U,(X) (1 - x2)1’2 dx = 0, -1 
and 
J _; (1 -x~)P,-~(~)UTL(X)TZ~(~+~)(~)(~-X~)-~’~ dcc = 0, 
Now the desired conclusion (2.11) follows easily. 
LEMMA 2.9. We have 
J 
1 
_l ~/Jx)U,(Z)~~ (1 - x~)~+~‘~ dx = 
1 E N. 
m E N. (2.12) 
PROOF. From (2.10), orthogonality, and the well-known fact 
J 
1 
-1 Ik(x) (1 - x2)1/2 dx = T It; ;‘), 
we have 
J 
1 
_1 lk(x)Un(x)2” (1 - x~)~+“~ dx = s_:i,(z) ((l-~~)~‘~Un(x))~~(l-x~)~‘~ dx 
= ,&c 1; llc(x) (1 -x2)1/2 dx 
+ f$n.l~; (1 -x2) M4T2~(n+1)(34 (1 -x~)-“~ dx 
l=l 
7r 
( > 
2m (1 - x2) . 
=4m(n+1) m I 
LEMMA 2.10. We have 
J ' -1 (1 ct x)U,(X)~~ (1 - x’)~-~‘~ dx = & (2;), m E N. (2.13) 
PROOF. A straightforward calculation using (2.10) and orthogonality yields 
J ' (1 f x)U,(Z)~~ (1 - x2)‘“-1’2 dx -1 
= s_:(li.) ((l-~~)~‘~Un(x))~~ (1 -x2)-1’2 dx 
= Pm,0 l;( lfx)(1-x2)-1’2 dx+.&%,is_:( 1 & x)T~~(~+~)(x) (1 - x2)-l/2 dx 
I=1 
= Pm,o171( lfcosQ)dB= -& 
2m 
( > m 
3. .PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
We are now ready to prove our main results. 
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3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
PROOF. Integrating both sides of (2.3) against the weight function (1 - x2)li2 over the inter- 
val [-1, 11, recalling (2.4), and noting that w,(x) = 2-“U,(x), we have successively, by us- 
ing (2.11)-(2.13) and (2.2), 
L; f(x) (1 - x2) 1’2 dx = 2 2 2-j” f [x!‘~], x;, . . . , xj,, xi2, zk] 
j=o k=l 
X 
s 
l Ik(X) (x” - 1)[j’21 
-1 
&(x)j (1 -x2)1/2 dx 
+;f:2-2jn f x&cl$ ,..., $,ti;;; 
j=l I[ 11 
l (1 + x) (x” - 1)j-l 
-1 
U,Jx)2j (1 - x2)1’2 dx 
+ f [T$l,zTj )..‘) x~,x;+l] 1’ 
-1 
(1 - x) (x2 - l)‘-1 Un(‘~)~j (1 -x2)1/2 dx} + E,,,(f) 
=@&[x&x~ , . . . )  x~,xf+l,xk IS l j=O kc1 _1 lk(x) (1 - x~)~+~‘~ ?&(xC)~~ dx 
-~~~{,[~,x~,...,x~,~~~:]J:(1+x)(1_2~)’-~’~~~(x~~~dx 
+ f [xp,xy, . . . ,xz,x;+l] s’ (1 - x) (1 - x’)~-~‘~ Un(x)2i dx 
> 
+ E,,,(f) 
-1 
-- a {f[x&q ,..., x?,xq +f[xy,xy )...) xfy,x;+l 1,) + En,s (f) 
where 
&p(f) := 
J 
’ &,,(f;x) (1 -x2)1/2 dx 
-1 
1 
s 
’ =- 
2(2”+1)” -1 
f[x&x~s+l,...,x~+l,x~+l,x] (~~-l)~Un(Z)~~+~(l-x~)~‘~dx. 
If f E lF’qs+~)n+2S_~, then ~[x~,x~~‘~,...,x~+~,x~+~,x] E lP’,_l. It follows from (2.11) that 
E,,,(f) = 0. I 
3.2. Proof of Corollary 1.2 
PROOF. For 1 5 j 5 s, s E N, it is easy to check that 
p, [xp,x:j,. . . ,x;$&-1 2 n+l, 
k=O 
k] =+j.{~~k,jf[&-‘,$ ,..., ~~‘Jjnl;~,Xk] 
k=O 
(3.1) 
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where 
j - 1, ifk=Oorn+l, 
mk,j = 
2Li, ifk=l,...,n. 
It follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
Now Corollary 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 and (3.1),(3.2). 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
PROOF. We have by Newton’s divided difference formula that 
(3.2) 
I 
f(x) = -(f(xo)(l 4-x) + f(%+1 
2 
)(I - z)) + f[xo, %+1, xl (x2 - 1) 
Integrating both sides of the above equation with respect to weight (1 -x2)-l/’ and noting (2.13), 
we obtain 
[; f(x) (I - x2)-l” dx = f { f(xo) [iJl+ z) (1 - x2)-i” dx + f(&+i) 
X 
J 
I(1 -x) (1 - x2)-l/2 dx 
-1 
J ’ - f[xO,x,+~,x] (1 - x2)1’2 dx -1 
(3.3) 
= tpcxo, + mz+l)) - J' f[xO,x,+l,x] (1 -z?)~‘~ dx. 
-1 
Now replacing f(x) in Theorem 1 .l by f[ xc, x,+1, z] and a straightforward calculation, we see 
that Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 since f[xc, x,+.1, x] E P2(s+i)n+2s-i 
if f E P2~~+1)~+2~+1. I 
3.4. Proof of Corollary 1.4 
PROOF. The proof of Corollary 1.4 is similar to that of Corollary 1.2. We conclude from Theo- 
rem 1.3 and Lemma 2.5 that 
J 
1 
-1 f(x) (1 - x’)-~‘~ dx 
~“~~xk~+~~(~)~“f[z’o.5~,...,.2i.ZI,+~,xk 
kc0 j=l k=O 
~‘~,,k~+~2~~~~~~(~)~‘[x:,x~,...,x~,x~+~ . 
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